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A WEIERSTRASS POINT OF %4p)

SoYoung Choi*

Abstract. We show that the cusp 1/2 is a Weierstrass point of 
「1(4p) if p is a prime greater than 7.

1. Introduction

At an arbitrary point P of Riemann surface S, genus g > 2, there 

is in general no element of K that has a pole of order < g at P and is 

regular elsewhere. Those points P for which a function exists are the 

Weierstrass points, where K is the algebraic function field of S.

For a congruence subgroup r of SL^(Z)we have a Riemann surface 

S =「\H*. We may then speak of the Weierstrass points of r. J. 

Lehner and M. Newman studied the Wierestrass points of「0" in [2] 

as follows : they showed that cusps 0 and 1 are Wierestrass points of 

「0(77) if n 三 0( mod 4) or ( mod 9) and that some interior points of 

of「o(n) are Wierestrass points of「o(n) for all positive integer n but 

finitely many integer n. The Wierestrass points of「(n) were studied 

by Schoeneberg, Bruno in [3]. In this paper we show that the cusp 1/2 

is a weierstrass point of「i(4p) for a prime integer p > 7. Historically, 

Weierstrass points were used by Schwartz and Hurwitz to determine an 

automorphism group of a compact Riemann surface of genus g greater 

than 1. Meanwhile, recently, those points play an important role in 

the study of algebraic geometric coding theory, that is, if we know a 

Weierstrass nongap sequence of a Weierstrass point then we are able to 

estimate parameters of codes in a concrete way. Therefore, the result in 

this paper is worth of further research.
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2. Premilaries

Let Fi(n) be the congruence subgroup of SL2(Z) whose elements 

are congruent to ( 01 ) mod n (n = 1, 2； 3,….).Let N(「i(n)) be the 

normalizer in SL2(R)/{±1} of「i(n). For any W 2 N(「i(n)) of order 

2 in the factor group N(「i(n))/「i(n), let < W,「i(n) > be the group 

generated by W and「i(n). Denote the genus of this group by gw and 

g is the genus of「i(n). Then Schoeneberg gave the following

Proposition 2.1. Let Pr1(n)be the set of all cups of「i(n) and ® 

be the fixed point of W in H U P「i(n)・ Then ® is a weierstrass points of 
「i(n) if ^w = [g/2] and g > 2.

Proof. See [3] or [2, Schoeneberg)]. □

We need some facts related to「i(n).

Proposition 2.2. let a, c, a , c 2 Z with gcd(a, c) = gcd(a , c ) = 1.

(1) a/c and a /c are Vi(n)-equivalent O a,)三(a+m(c) (mod n)

for some m 2 Z.

(2) If p is an odd prime number, then 1/2,1/(2p), 3/(2p),.…,(p — 

2)/(2p) are Vi(4p)-inequivalent cusps.

Proof. For (1) see [1, Lemma 3]. By the assertion (1) we know that 

1/2 and i/(2p) are Vi(4p)-inequivalent cusps. If i/(2p) and j/(2p) are 

ri(4p)-equivalent cusps for some i,j 2 {1, 3,,…,p — 2}, then by (1) we 

have that j 三土i (mod 2p). But \ j ± i\ < 2p. Hence i = j. This implies 

the assertion (2) holds.

□

3. Schoenberg's theorem applied to cups of Vi(4p)

In this section, we assume that p is a prime number greater than 7. 

Let

H : the complex upper half plane

H^ : the extended complex upper half plane

W =( 써，i 一2并i) 2「i(2p).

gw : the genus of < Vi(4p), W >

g : the genus of Vi(4p)

Then easily we see that W is contained in N(Vi(4p)) and has order 2 in 

the factor group N(「i(4p))/「i(4p).
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Theorem 3.1. The cusp 1/2 is a Weierstrass point of「i(4p).

Proof. Consider the natural commutative diagram:

H*

ri (4p)\H*

-쓰! H*

]"
쓰쓰 < ri(4p),w> \H*

By the Hurwitz formula applied to the natural projection ', we obtain 

2g — 2 = 2(2gW — 2)+ £ (eq — * 1)-

「i(4p)z] ([4, Proposition 1.37]), where r means r/{±1} for a subgroup 

r of sl2(R).
Since the degree of ' is two, e^(z)= 1 or 2 for z 2 H*. Where，兀 is the 

canonical map from H* into「i(4p)\H*. We know that by [4, Proposition 

1.37] if a cusp z of「i(4p) and Wz are ri(4p)-equivalent, then e^(z)= 2. 

We will find such cusps of「i(4p). Let i 2 {1； 3,….；p — 2}. Then

w^ = i + 2p(i — p) 

2p _ 2p(2i — 2p + 1)'

Suppose that q is any prime divisor of 2i — 2p + 1 and let 2i — 2p + 1 = q® 

for some integer ®. Then we have that i + 2p(i — p) = i + p(q® — 1)三

i — p (mod q). If q divides i + 2p(i — p), then q divides i — p and so does 1. 

This is impossible. Thus, we obtain gcd(i + 2p(i — p), 2p(2i — 2p+1)) = 1. 

Now applying Proposition 2.2(1) to cusps i/(2p) and W毒,we have that

W— and」一are「i(4p)-equivalent. 
2p 2p

Therefore for a cusp i/(2p), we have e^(i/(2p))= 2 (i 2 {1, 3,… ,p — 2}).

Moreover e爪(\=2)= 2 because W fixes 1/2. We now obtain

X (eq - 1) > ¥ + 1

丧「1(4p)\H*

and so

g > 2gw + p — 3 > 2gw + 2

q£「1(4p)\H*

We notice that if z 2 H*, then we have e^(z) = [<「i(4p)"W >z :
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which implies [g/2] = gw- Consequently, Proposition 2.1 implies that 

the fixed point 1/2 of W is a Weierstrass point of「i(4p). □
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